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About This Game
JAM STUDIO VR
UNLEASH YOUR INNER MUSICIAN & FEEL THE THRILL
• Anyone, at any age, can create and perform music.
- No complicated learning curve or music making experience required.
- Play virtual instruments of all kinds.
- Play like a DJ - make beats & loops.
- It's great family fun, from children to seniors!
• Includes 23 interactive songs across all music genres.
• Featuring songs by superstar artists Miley Cyrus, Jonas Brothers, and rap icon Flo Rida, Grammy-nominated guitarist Craig
Chaquico, acclaimed jazz saxophonist Euge
Groove, and legendary Megadeth bassist David Ellefson.
• Record & share your masterpieces with your friends and family.
• Many additional interactive music songs are available via in-app purchases, including a variety of Disney, Artist & Original
content bundles.
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GREAT FAMILY FUN
• Great inclusive family fun for kids, teens, young adults, parents, seniors, and people of all ages and abilities.
• A broad range of additional family oriented interactive songs are available for all interest and tastes via in-app purchase.
INCLUDES EDUCATION & HEALTH CARE BUNDLE
• Provides a broad range of physical, cognitive, sensory, communicative, life skill, and
social/emotional therapeutic exercises and experiences to share with family, friends, and
professionals.
• Includes 3 music instrument games, one music appreciation game (Rock Genre), one music fundamentals game (Notes), 4 life
skill & learning games, 5 life skill & learning tutorial songs, and 1 fun story book song.
• Includes a broad range of life, basic education and learning skill lesson plans and songs for
young children as well as individuals of all ages with a wide range of disabilities and special
needs.
• Includes a Learning & Therapy Overview Guide, and a professional therapy protocol guide is
available via in-app purchase.
• A broad range of additional interactive music and educational songs are available for all family members and taste via in-app
purchase.
Benefits families with young children and teens as well as individuals with various disabilities and special needs, such as Down
Syndrome, Autism, Muscular Dystrophy, Cerebral Palsy, Spinal Cord Injuries, Intellectual Impairment, Physical Impairment,
and much more.
Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Jam Studio VR
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Beamz Interactive, Inc.
Publisher:
Beamz Interactive, Inc., Vive Studios
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2017
a09c17d780

English,Simplified Chinese
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qvHFJ9wzPJE&feature=youtu.be
It's like Ubermosh or Overture, but in bullet hell form. This doesn't mean it's bad, though it does seem like a possible Unity
asset flip (I don't know personally if it is or not). It's got plenty of pretty colors as well, three different classes categorized by
their special attacks, and a score that is catchy at times, but also can be barren or non-existent. Hopefully the audio is just due to
being early access 1.1.
I have no idea if some of the things I think are glitches are meant to be there though. There's no options menu or anything that
explains the controls over than a quick explanation on WASD and how the mouse works in the game. I hit O and P at times, and
random things happened, as if I were using special items, not to mention sometimes hitting Z or T and teleporting to the next
level.
It has potential, and I'm anxious to see further builds. I don't regret the purchase and suggest it while it's on sale if this is your
kind of thing.
. A pretty cute game about using a slime to solve logic puzzles. Definitely worth a try when more levels are added in the future..
you cant start a game it in. dont buy this game yet.. I highly recommend this game to people who want to spend time on
educational games.. Well, I really wanted to like this game.
I am so disappointed in this game, it inspired me to post this. The first review I have ever written.
I made the purchase so I could get MWR, and while some of the additions are great, the lack of dedicated servers has ruined
shooters for me.
The Cheating is rampant, and there is no recourse. I cant tell you how many killcams I have watched with obvious aimbotting.
"Report Player" ? Really? Like anyone actually believes that will do anything.
Add to that the load times and the buggy netcode that disconnects you from the lobby every third game and the game becomes a
frustrating mess.
I have owned almost every itteration of this game from the original until now. (Most I purchased on Release Day.)
Sadly this is the last one I will buy.. I bought this today and have spent hours playing it. It is a game of balancing your priorities.
You're always needing food, which you have to buy either at the grocery store or if you purchase appliances (and they don't get
stolen) you can make at home. You're always needing fun. You're always needing health improvements (excersise). You're
always needing a shower, because eating, having fun or excersising makes you stink.
Manage all that, plus a job. Awkward, but doable.
Manage all that, plus a job, plus going to school. More intesting.
You can invest your money in the stock market and get some returns from that. Loans are a little odd and it took me a while to
figure them out. You borrow money for a property then bid on the property. This can actually save you money sometimes.
Being able to rent out properties would be a great feature.
Mods definetely make this game 100% better.
There's a demo if you want to try it out first. For $10 it is a great game. For $14 it is a ok game. I'm not sure how much
playablility it will be in the long run, but it's interesting.
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Nice benchmark. I love the 3 runs for the sake of accuracy.. it's nice to have it, however is this going to be transfered over for
mac pleasssseeee!!!! Also can the prequel Pack be transfered to mac as well.. It's pretty 'cheaty' but more abilities is more fun
:D *_*. Sci-Fi Amnesia clone.
Now, I already think that Amnesia is a terrible *video game*, but this isn't any better. This is clearly unfinished, with subtitles
being extremely offbeat, mouse acceleration that you can't turn off, and stuttering. The "gameplay" is timed, the timer being
toxins that will eventually kill you. This is combined with the "gameplay" of having to sit in a corner and wait for a monster to
go away. If you can't see that's some real awful design, then I don't know what to tell you. That's all there is to this game; it's
ugly, it runs poorly, it's a bad clone of a better (albeit still bad) game, and it's a total waste of time.. Cons: - Level \/ Map
Design: Level design of this game is one of the worst I have ever experienced. Throughout the game I was stuck in
multiple places because I wasnt able to find the way I was supposed to. First part of the game is designed "pretty well"
but as you progress it only gets worse. Game becomes one big maze and you spend way too much time going back the
way you came because you found another dead end. Its not that much of a big deal but since it happens so frequently it
makes game really frustrating.
- Quests: Quests are another big flaw of this game, if you do only the main quests you will finish this game in about
3-4 hours maybe even less which is really low considering the game costs 20\u20ac when its not on sale, so to increase
your playtime you might want to do some side quests which arent really that good anyway. All side quests are basically
2 different quests 1. Clear area 2. Bring an item(s) to someone and if that's not enough every single quest makes you go
across entire map just to make your playtime longer the cheapest way possible.
Good example of a quest in this game: Talk to someone, walk across entire map just to find out the thing isnt there, go
to another location also located on the other side of the map, take the thing and bring it back to the other side of the
map. Yeah its good it only happens in side quests right? Wrong cause lots of main quests are also made like this.
Remember when I said it takes about 3-4 hours to finish this game? Scratch that and add another 10 hours worth of
gameplay spent entirely only on walking from point A to point B.
Bullet sponge: Every single "boss" in the game is basically just a bulletsponge which kills you in 2-3 hits and is also
swarmed by regular zombies
Game feels like it was rushed : Animations arent that good, And voice acting makes this game look like a joke.
Like seriously you can buy Dead Island for the same price and get a 1000x better experience than this. Like the only
possible pros I can think of could possibly be story which could be interesting if only the game didnt ruin it with
ridiculous animations and voice acting. Also graphics arent that bad but considering this is a "DEFINITIVE Edition"
they could've done a better job.
Summary: Not worth 20\u20ac wait for a sale, you cant really complain if you got this game for 5\u20ac but this game
really isnt worth 20\u20ac. Game feels like it was rushed and devs only paid attention to "how to slow the player as
much as possible".
Also if you have a friend to play with scratch everything above, cause every piece of garbage can be fun with friends
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